The Nicolas-Jay Vineyard Program
Drawing from his three decades of experience working with four of Burgundy’s
grands crus and ten of its premiers crus, Winemaker and Cofounder Jean-Nicolas
Méo selected a handful of exceptional vineyards in Oregon from which to make
Nicolas-Jay’s wines. Chosen for the character and the complexity of the Pinot Noirs
they produce, these vineyards include sites like Nysa, Momtazi and Zenith—all of
which have regularly been the source for single-vineyard Pinot Noirs. However, at
the heart of the Nicolas-Jay vineyard program is the winery’s own Bishop Creek
Vineyard in the renowned Yamhill-Carlton appellation. With its older vines, steep
slopes, clonal diversity and range of elevations, Bishop Creek yields wines that are
as distinctive and powerful as they are nuanced and complex.
Working alongside Cofounder Jay Boberg and Associate Winemaker Tracy Kendall,
Jean-Nicolas brings Burgundian traditions to the farming of Nicolas-Jay’s
Willamette Valley fruit, while aiming to authentically reflect Oregon’s compelling
terroir. In practice, this is achieved through a unique approach to canopy
management that focuses on doing less leaf pulling, in order to slow ripening, while
helping to retain more natural acidity in the grapes. During fruit thinning, the team
focuses on removing bigger clusters and larger berries. Though this significantly
reduces yields, it increases overall intensity and depth. Through these methods, and
others, Nicolas-Jay practices a farming approach that helps to accentuate the
distinctive character of each winegrowing site.
Bishop Creek Vineyard
While Jean-Nicolas and Jay had no intention of buying a Willamette Valley vineyard as
early as they did in the life of Nicolas-Jay, a barrel sample of Pinot Noir from
Bishop Creek Vineyard was enough to convince them otherwise. Tasted blind
alongside 20 other single-vineyard barrel samples, it was a dramatic “wow’ wine.
“Jean-Nicolas and I both fell in love with Bishop Creek before we ever saw it,” says
Jay. “When we did finally see it, with its steep slopes, and old Pinot Noir vines, that
just sealed the deal. It was so clearly a diamond in the rough. We both knew that it
had the potential to be a vineyard that we could build Nicolas-Jay around.”
Located in the Yamhill-Carlton appellation, Bishop Creek Vineyard has previously
been bottled as a vineyard-designate Pinot Noir by Erath, as well as several other
wineries. The site features 13.5 planted acres, with 11 of those acres being four
different clones of Pinot Noir: 777, Wädenswil, Pommard and 667. The majority of
the Pinot Noir vines at Bishop Creek were planted in 1988 and 1990, with these
older planting being own-rooted. The youngest plantings at Bishop Creek are from
2002. Adding to the site’s diversity, the elevations at Bishop Creek range from 270
to 600 feet, with predominantly north-south plantings. In terms of modern Oregon
viticulture, Bishop Creek is also relatively unique for its tight vine spacing, with
most of the spacing being 5’ x 5’. In keeping with their belief in stewardship and
promoting a healthy vineyard environment, Bishop Creek has been farmed 100%
organically since being acquired by Jean-Nicolas and Jay in 2014.
N ysa Vineyard
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“Nysa, like Bishop Creek, is one of those really exciting vineyards that reminds me
why I came here from Burgundy,” says Jean-Nicolas. “It’s a gem that produces a
beautifully seductive and charming wine. At the same time, its charms are not
superficial—it is also a very complex wine. While its overall character is uniquely
Oregonian, it has qualities that are reminiscent of the great vineyards of ChambolleMusigny.”
Situated at an elevation of 600 to 720 feet in the Dundee Hills, Nysa Vineyard
neighbors Domaine Drouhin in the northern Willamette Valley. Planted in 1990 by
Michael Mega, and still farmed by him today, this family-owned site is recognized as
the source for some of Oregon’s most exciting Pinot Noirs. Nicolas-Jay’s grapes
come from a coveted block of own-rooted Pommard clone vines that are some of the
site’s original 1990 plantings. These tightly spaced vines grow in Jory volcanic soils
with an underlying layer of basalt bedrock that helps allow the vines to be dry
farmed. Nicolas-Jay’s 1.5-acre block is located near the top of the vineyard with an
east-facing exposure and roughly a 6% grade. The older vines on this block
naturally produce yields of just 2.0-2.5 tons per acre.
M omtazi Vineyard
Located in the foothills of Oregon’s Coastal Range, in the McMinnville appellation,
Momtazi Vineyard was planted in 1998 by Moe and Flora Momtazi, who continue to
guide the site today. Though Momtazi’s hillside location results in somewhat warmer
days, it is also a relatively windy site, with nights that are quite cool. Nicolas Jay’s
block is right near the top of the vineyard at an elevation of 740 feet. This steep,
sloping block, which features a north-south row orientation, was planted in 1999 to
clone 115 Pinot Noir on 3309 rootstock, with 5’ x 7’ spacing. In addition to the age
of its vines and its hillside location, the wines from this vineyard are also defined by
the Momtazi family’s commitment to biodynamic farming.
“This is one of those vineyards where the biodynamic method is very impactful in
terms of the final wine,” says Jean-Nicolas. “It helps to slow the ripening in the
vineyard, which results in a very elegant and very distinctive wine. This can be
especially important in warmer vintages, when Momtazi contributes a fresh, poised
expression of Pinot Noir that can be an essential element in the blend.” While
Associate Winemaker Tracy Kendall also loves the finesse of the wine from Momtazi,
she also prizes its more elemental side. “It may seem like a contradiction, but while
Momtazi yields an elegant wine, there is also a wildness about it that I think very much
reflects the terroir, the biodynamics, and the overall biosphere of the vineyard.”
Zenith Vineyard
Like Momtazi and Nysa, Zenith Vineyard is a source for top single-vineyard Oregon
Pinot Noirs. Located in the Eola-Amity Hills appellation, Zenith was first planted in
the mid-1990s, and has been owned by noted businessperson and winegrower Tim
Ramey since 2002. Guided by Tim, this extremely diverse site is meticulously farmed
with a commitment to sustainable winegrowing techniques, which includes not using
any herbicides or insecticides. Nicolas-Jay works with two blocks of Zenith Vineyard,
both of which were planted in 1999. The first block is at an elevation of 250 feet
and features clone 777 grapes on 101-14 rootstock in fine silty loam Helmick and
Helvetia soils. The second block is 100 feet up the hill, and has Pommard clone vines
planted in Jory and Nekia silty clay loam soils.
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“Zenith yields very balanced wines,” says Jean-Nicolas.” While it has lovely dark
berry and brambly fruit notes, it also has good minerality and brightness. Together,
the qualities make it an exciting element in the blend.” For Tracy, one of the charms
of Zenith is that it brings a very distinct representation of the Eola-Amity Hills AVA
to Nicolas-Jay. “Eola-Amity has always been one of my favorite regions in the
Willamette Valley,” adds Tracy. “While it delivers depth and powerful tannins, it also
provides very pretty spice. It is exciting to be able to work with this fruit in our
Willamette Valley Pinot Noir.”
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